L E X TA

C O N S U LTA N T S

G R O U P has a history of successful

consulting projects in strategic IT management with a focus on IT
benchmarking. Over the years, LEXTA has been shaped and guided by over
ten years of steady growth, a healthy client structure and an outstanding
corporate culture. At the moment, we employ over 50 people in offices in
Berlin, Dusseldorf, London and Zurich for leading global clients in every
sector. Built from both specialists and all-rounders, our team features people
with a wealth of experience in IT and board-level management consulting. Our
team is characterised by a friendly and positive atmosphere, trust in one
another, support for individual initiatives and respect for our different
backgrounds and personalities.
To expand our teams in Berlin and Dusseldorf, we’re looking for an

IT- or Enterprise Architect (m/f/d)
with several years of professional experience
A pragmatic attitude is second-nature to you, and you take a goal-oriented attitude to working in a
wide variety of IT management consulting projects in an intercultural environment with changing
project teams both nationally and internationally. Your confident deportment and outstanding skills
in making and maintaining contacts and partnerships are always beneficial to your trusted
relationships with clients and colleagues. You take an entrepreneurial perspective, and can convey
complex facts in a convincing and comprehensible way. Your decision-making is well-considered,
clear and reasoned. Problem-solving is all in a day’s work. You view yourself as an independent and
neutral service provider to our board-level management clients. For you, ‘consultant’ also means
‘partner’.
What you’ll also need to offer to take this challenging and exciting step in your career at LEXTA:
¶ A college or university degree, preferably in business informatics, business engineering or
computer science.
¶ At least 5 years of professional and practical experience in IT management or IT service
provision at a consulting firm, a leading IT service provider or in a comparable environment.
¶ Proof of your expertise in architectonic, technological and economic viability assessments of
system architectures, integrated cloud solutions as well as complex application systems,
including middleware, databases and applications, in market monitoring and assessment,
the evaluation of solution proposals and technology roadmaps in sourcing, and cloud
readiness assessments.
¶ Several years of experience in application development (both agile and conventional), as well
as in the design and build of sustainable and strategic architectures.
¶ In-depth knowledge of IT infrastructure standards (particular DC infrastructure, storage
systems, servers, networks and cloud technology).
¶ You are mobile and willing to travel.
¶ You display personal initiative, independence and a very high level of commitment.
¶ You have full professional proficiency in German and English.
We offer you a competitive package of compensation with performance-related components, as well
as further options for structuring and further developing this responsible position. You can also look
forward to joining a dynamic team that welcomes everyone as individuals, enabling them to
experience a positive, inspirational and respectful work atmosphere.
If you like the sound of our offer – and are inquisitive, exceptional and also one of the best at what
you do – please send your full CV with all accompanying documents by email, stating the keyword
“ITA1”, to Denny Rösicke at recruiting@lexta.com.

